If function values f(x 0 ), , f(x n ) are given, the divided difference of / with respect to x 0 , , x n may be defined by
(1) fix x ) = Σ . we call α 0 , , α Λ the weights of the divided difference. Our problem is to characterize the vectors a: (α 0 , * ,αj which satisfy (2) for some x: (x Of •••,«») and to show that such a correspond to an essentially unique x.
Note that (3) w'(Xi) = (Xi -x Q ) (a?< -Xi~i)(%i -^i+i) * (Xi -x n ) y so that translating the point x leaves a unchanged. Therefore we add the further (normalizing) assumption that x 0 = 0. We can now state our result.
THEOREM. If n > 0 (2) holds for unique x 0 , , x n satisfying 0 = χ 0 < χ t < < χ n if, and only if,
w. iVbίe ίfeαί ίfeis theorem may be viewed as characterizing the slopes at its zeros of a polynomial w(u)
Proof (a) Suppose x 09 , x n satisfying 0 = x 0 < x 1 < < x n are given, (i) follows immediately from (3). Since f(x 0 , , x n ) = 0 if / is a polynomial of degree < n, taking / = 1 in (1) yields (ii). As , x n satisfying 0 -x 0 < < x n such that (2) holds.
{x -x,)vf
Let K denote the convex set in R n defined by the inequalities
and
In view of (i) and (iii) K is not empty. Let S be the convex set of all (x lf -, x n ) 6 R n such that 0 < x 1 < a; 2 < < x n . Let ^ be the continuous mapping of S into K defined by
where the a t are as defined in (2) with x 0 = 0. We intend to show that φ is a grobal homeomorphism of S onto K. If this were so then given α 0 , , a n satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii), (a l9 , a n ) is in K and its unique preimage (x u , x n ) satisfies 0 = x Q < x x < < x n and α* = (w'{x % ))-
and the proof of the theorem would be complete. It remains, therefore, to show that φ is a homeomorphism of S onto K. We begin by showing that the Jacobian matrix of φ, so that,
Since A and B are nonzero multiplies of the Vandermonde matrix they are nonsingular and so, therefore, is J(φ).
Next we show that φ maps the boundary of S (which includes the point at infinity) into the boundary of K (which includes the point at infinity) in the sense that if a sequence of points of S has a limit point in dS then the image sequence under φ has its limit points in dK. The boundary points of S arise either from coalescence of coordinates or coordinates tending to zero or infinity, or combinations of these. (3) so that the image sequence again tends to the boundary of K.
We are now in a position to show that φ maps S onto K. Since J(Φ) is nonsingular, φ(S) is open in K. Let w e 0(S)
C Π i^, we claim that some neighborhood of w lies in φ(S) c Π K. Otherwise there is a sequence w t = ^(^J with w € -> w. If the z t went to the boundary, dS, then the Φ(z i )( = w i ) would converge to the boundary dK and we would have w e dK. This contradicts our assumption and we conclude, indeed, that φ(S) c n K is open. Thus iΓ = (φ(S) c ΓlK)\J (φ(S) Π -P) is the union of two disjoint open sets. K, being convex, is certainly connected, however, and so we are forced to the conclusion that φ(S) n K = K or φ{S) = K.
Thus, to sum up, we have shown that φ is a continuous map of convex S onto convex K which is locally one-to-one and takes the boundary of S into the boundary of K.
Next we show, following Favard (Cf. J. Favard, Cours d'Analyse de ΓEcole Polytechnique, Vol. I, Paris, 1960, pp. 295-296.) that there is a fixed integer k ^ 1 such that each point of K has exactly k preimages in S.
First we observe that if t e K then t -φ(x) cannot hold for infinitely many xeS.
For if t = φ(x) for infinitely many xeS then the set of such x cannot have a boundary point of S as limit point since teK and φ takes dS into dK. Thus the set of solutions {x} has a limit point in S contradicting the fact that φ is a local homeomorphism.
Suppose that TeK and x a) (t), , x is) (t) are its preimages. The inverse functions x = ^(t), -•-,$ = ?r,(t) are homeomorphisms of some neighborhood of t, and these neighborhoods have a nonempty intersection. Let r(t) be the radius of the largest ball centered at t in which Ψ u •--,¥, are homeomorphisms. It is easy to see that
)\ ^ ||ί (1> -t (2) ||, hence r(t) is continuous in K and has a positive lower bound on every compact subset of K. Now every point t' contained in the largest ball of homeomorphy centered at t has at least as many preimages as does t, i.e., β(t') ^ s(t). On the other hand in the closed ball [\\t -t'\\ ^ r(t)/2, r(ί') has a positive lower bound, &, and if we further restrict f so that \\t -t'\\ < b then the largest ball of homeomorphy centered at t f contains t so that s(t) ^ s(t'), hence s(ί) = β(t') and s(ί) is a continuous integervalued function of t in the convex set K, hence a constant, & ^> 1.
We next conclude the proof of our theorem by exhibiting an explicit t which has a unique pre-image. To this end consider the points and taking f(u) to be u, u 2 , , u n~x sucessively yields n 3=0 Suppose y 0 < Vί < < y n has the property that,
( - But, in view of the analogue of (3), (7) implies that C = Philadelphia, 1973, p. 9 ) that S. Karlin told him that he had solved the problem of characterizing the weights in a divided difference. Professor Karlin has confirmed this in a phone conversation with one of us, but not wishing to publish his solution suggested that we present ours.
